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The following was written as a collaboration between current OUDS directors at the time of writing, 

Houselights (www.houselights.org.uk) and the OUDS welfare officer. They serve as some top tips for 

current and future OUDS directors, however if you’re an active director in Oxford drama we ask you to 

also read the latest OUDS welfare guidelines for a thorough detailing of good practise in Oxford 

drama (these can be found at https://www.ouds.org/welfare). 

 

First things first… 

Cast and crew welfare should always be your number 1 priority. Often in the process of 

putting together a show time can seem to slip away very quickly; things get intense and so 

on. But whatever happens it’s your job as the director, first and foremost, to not only make 

sure that the production is staged, but that everyone involved in that process is taken care of 

in the process. If you ever need more support on this side of things make sure to reach out 

to your production welfare officer or the OUDS welfare officer (welfare.ouds@gmail.com).  

 

Hierarchy… 

This a tricky one in student drama as being a director automatically puts you into a position 

of power and influence over the cast you are directing. A really good way of avoiding this 

becoming negative is to encourage as much conversation between you and your 

cast/production team as possible. Make sure to ask the cast for what they need regularly 

(breaks, to go-over scenes etc), as they might not feel comfortable asking. This is especially 

relevant for when directing scenes with sensitive content (violence, intimacy etc) so make 

sure to keep checking in with your actors throughout this time. (More advice on handling 

sensitive content in productions can be found in the OUDS welfare guidelines). 

 

Intimacy… 

Directing scenes involving intimacy (or any other potentially sensitive topics e.g violence) 

need to be handled carefully and at all times with the consent of everyone involved in such 

scenes. We recommend you inform all participants of such scenes before they are cast in 

the show as well as in the run up to the rehearsal dealing with this content. Make sure to 

give the actors involved lots of breaks, work on the scene collaboratively – working out how 

comfortable the actors are with what’s going on and so on. 

 

Creating a safe space… 

As the director it’s really important that the space you create in rehearsals is seen as a safe 

space – this will not only help performers feel more relaxed when rehearsing but will also 

create a better actor-director relationship. To do this you can help by… 
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o not over-criticising – e.g if something happens which looks bad or wasn’t 

meant to happen don’t shout or curse, just calmly bring their attention to it 

and, if need be, advise how they can fix the problem. 

o On a similar note try giving advice after a compliment e.g ‘that’s looking really 

good, how about we try it this time with you moving further over to your left on 

this line’. Giving a direction as a suggestion/phrasing it as a creative 

experiment tends to maintain a lighter atmosphere in the rehearsal room than 

telling an actor they’ve done something wrong that needs correcting. 

o Invite the performers to feed back and say what would help them in a 

particular scene e.g have a run of a scene before blocking to see what the 

performers naturally want to do. 

o Be careful not to share private/intimate/personal information that may have 

been shared in a rehearsal with others in the cast/crew/University (unless 

you’re concerned for the performer’s welfare in which case pass on to the 

OUDS welfare officer in confidence, welfare.ouds@gmail.com).  

 

Don’t force anything… 

Whether it’s asking questions, getting a result from a scene or the like, it’s really important to 

keep things as open ended as possible so no one feels pressured into anything they’re not 

comfortable with. This links back to the hierarchical power structure – even if you don’t feel 

like there is one, one of your performers might so it’s important to always be mindful that it 

could exist and to not put your actors in a position in which they feel pressured into anything. 

This includes things like unconventional warmups or drama games. Always be mindful when 

you’re thinking of warmups or character exercises that what you’re going to be asking your 

cast to do won’t be stepping over any boundaries or requiring your actors to exert 

themselves in a particular way. Always plan your warm ups and exercises before the 

rehearsal to avoid asking the cast to anything that could put them on the spot or make them 

feel uncomfortable. 

 

Inclusivity… 

As the leader of the production it’s important that you make sure everyone in your team is 

being included and treated well by the rest of your cast/crew. If you’ve been involved in lots 

of shows before it’s easy to make friends with certain performers/crew members, however 

it’s your responsibility as the director to make sure everyone feels included and as part of the 

show. You can do this by saying hello to each person as they enter the rehearsal room, 

asking how there day’s been, trying to give everyone an equal amount of feedback so no 

one feels either picked on or forgotten. This is also really important for post-rehearsal trips 

and the like. If your team decides to do these it’s your responsibility to make sure everyone 

is a) aware it’s going on and b) is more than welcome to join.  

 

Handling welfare concerns… 

 A director can end up having to take on a lot of welfare concerns as a result of the nature of 

the role. if at any time you have any concerns (for yourself or any cast/crew member, or if 

you just want to talk to someone confidentially about any troubles you may be having on a 

production) get in touch with the OUDS welfare officer. They can talk to you via email, phone 

or face-to-face and can do so in confidence.  
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Looking after yourself…. 

Directing is a very stressful and time-consuming role on a production, and often you can end 

up sacrificing your own welfare through a desire to look after the everyone else’s alongside 

the success of the production. It’s really important to make sure you’re giving yourself breaks 

(e.g have one day off a week from rehearsals/production meetings), treat yourself during a 

stressful time of production and to not be too hard on yourself. Reach out to your producer, a 

friend or the OUDS welfare officer if you ever need some support. 

It’s also important to remember that as the director you’re in a position of responsibility and 

as such you should be setting the example for your cast and crew. Taking breaks, opting out 

of post-rehearsal pub trips and the like is important to do from time to time to show company 

members that’s it ok to do this. Likewise you need to set an example about behaviour in the 

rehearsal room. You should not be hungover, drunk or ill when running a rehearsal and 

should do your best to make the rehearsal space positive and friendly. 

 

If you have any questions about anything mentioned above, or if you have any tips you think 

we should add please get in touch with our welfare officer at welfare.ouds@gmail.com. For 

more information on the OUDS welfare please look at the official OUDS welfare guidelines 

which can be found at https://www.ouds.org/welfare.  
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